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ABSTRACT 
Certain aspects of stable Lyapunov operators can be easily studied by exploit- 
ing the linearity of the trace operator and its invariance under reversal of order 
in matrix products. For example, sharp upper and lower bounds on the trace 
of solutions to the stable Lyapunov equation can be obtained by applying the 
trace operator to a well-known integral representation of these solutions. Other 
applications include using the connection between dual norms and the trace op- 
erator to obtain new results on the norms of Lyapunov operators associated with 
the conditioning of solutions to the Riccati equation. In this regard, trace norm 
results can be obtained from well-known spectral norm results, since the trace 
and spectral norms are dual to each other. A somewhat deeper analysis involving 
the power method gives monotonically decreasing upper bounds on the Frobe- 
nius norms of these Lyapunov operators; these upper bounds complement the 
usual monotonically increasing lower bounds associated with the power method 
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and provide a nice means of assessing the accuracy of the resulting F’robenius 
norm estimates. 
INTRODUCTION 
Lyapunov equations of the form 
A*X+XA=-Q (1) 
have been extensively studied [l, 5-8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 19-21, 23, 241 
because of their deep connections with dynamical systems, control theory, 
and a variety of other areas. For simplicity of exposition, we will assume 
that A is a real square matrix which is also stable, i.e., all of its eigenvalues 
have negative real parts. However, most of our results carry over directly 
to complex problems. 
Much effort [2, 4, 18, 221 has been devoted to the problem of estimating 
the norm of the solution X for a given Q and to the problem of bounding 
the range over which ]]X]]/]]Q]] can vary. The latter problem is related to 
what is called the separation between AT and -A, which we denote by 
sep(A): 
sep(A) E min llATX ’ XA” 
X IIXII . (2) 
To indicate the dependence of sep(A) on a particular matrix norm ]I . I( 
we will write sep(A, (1 . II). 
Many of our results rely on the following well-known integral represen- 
tation [16] for the solution X to (1): 
s cc x= eATtQeAtdt, 0 
where the matrix exponential is defined by 
fp = * Mn - c I -. 
0 
12. 
For convenience in discussing the map from Q to X in (3), we will some- 
times write X = a(Q) and refer to @ as the inverse Lyapunov operator. In 
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this context, the induced operator norm of @ with respect to 11 . 1) is just 
the reciprocal of sep(A, 1) * II): 
Pll = lWQ>II mm@ir 
IIXII 
= “x”” llATX + XAll 
= sep(A, II . II) 
For the spectral norm (( . 112, it is known [15] that the maximum in (5) 
is attained at Q = I. That is, 
ll~(I)ll2 
Pll2 = ,,q2 (8) 
= llw)ll2~ (9) 
and 
se&4 II . 112) = &. 
2 
Because of the importance of @(I) we will denote it by the special sym- 
bol H: 
H= 
r 
eATteAtdt. (11) 
0 
We will also have occasion to use the transpose, denoted by a~, of 
the linear operator @; the subscript symbol T is used rather than the 
superscript so as to avoid confusion with the transpose of matrices of the 
form a(Q). As we will show later, @T(Q) is obtained by reversing the roles 
of A and AT in the definition of +p: 
aPT(Q) = O” eAtQeATtdt. 
s 
(12) 
0 
Because of this reversal we immediately have 
II%-II2 = lIwoll2~ (13) 
Since the eigenvalues of @T(I) play a central role in bounding the trace of 
solutions to (l), we use the symbol HT to denote (a,(I): 
HT = eAteATtdt (14) 
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1. THE TRACE OPERATOR 
We will need three properties of the trace operator [8]. For a square 
matrix M, let TrM denote the sum of the main diagonal entries of M. 
Then for square matrices K and L, 
Tr(K+L)=TrK+TrL, (15) 
and for compatibly dimensioned (possibly nonsquare) matrices N and P, 
Tr(NP) = Tr(PN). (16) 
Lastly we make use of the fact that the trace of a matrix is equal to 
the sum of the eigenvalues of the matrix; if A4 is n x n with eigenvalues 
Xl(M), . . ., X,(M), then 
TrA4 = Xl(M) +. . . + X,(M). (17) 
The next lemma illustrates one of the basic methods of this paper: first 
apply the trace to an integral representation of the Lyapunov solution, 
and then interchange the trace and integral operators. Next, reverse the 
order of the matrices inside the trace, and finally take the trace outside 
the integral. 
LEMMA 1. Let H and HT be defined by (11) and (14) respectively. 
Then 
TrH=TrHT. (18) 
Proof Using the definition of an integral as a limit of Riemann sums 
together with the linearity of the trace, we may interchange these operators 
as follows: 
TrH = 
= 1” Tr(eAteATt)dt 
Tr 
(J 
O” @teATtdt 
0 
TIHT. 
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Let us turn to the problem of bounding the trace of any solution X of 
(1) for Q symmetric and positive semidefinite. 
Proof. Since Q is symmetric and positive semidefinite, it has non- 
negative eigenvalues XI, . . . , A, and associated orthonormal eigenvectors 
VI,...,&. Because of this we can express Q as 
Q = Xlvlv~ + . . . + Xnvnw:. (20) 
Using the integral representation of X yields 
x= Jrn eATtQeAtdt 0 
00 
= Al J eATt wlw;'eAtdt + 0 
From this we have 
n(X) 
(I 
00 
= XrTr eATt vy$eAtdt + 
0 1 05 = x1 J ( Tr 0 eATtv$eAt)dt + 
ZZ x1 Ia ( Tr +AteATt~l dt +’ 0 > 
= Xppl~q + ‘. + X,?J,THpJ,. 
J cc + XT2 eATt?&kAtdt. (21) 0 
.+&In: 
(Ia 
eATtv,wzeAtdt 
0 > 
m 
+ A, J ( Tr eATtwnw;eAt dt 0 > 
00 
+ L 
J ( ~‘r &AteATt n v, dt 0 > 
(22) 
The last equality in (22) uses the fact that VTeAtcATtui is a scalar, and 
hence equal to its trace, to write 
SC0 ( n $eAteATty. z z 0 ) J & = Co w’eAteATt&t 2 0 
zzz VT 
(.I 
m eAteATtdt vi 
0 > 
= vu,TH~v,. (23) 
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In order to get (19) from (22) we note that by the Courant-Fischer theo- 
rem [8] 
Ami, I VTHTG _< &,,(HT). 
Thus (22) reduces to 
(24) 
Xmi,(HT)(X~ +...+A,) i TrX 5 Xmax(Hz-)(~~ +...+A,). (25) 
This gives (19) when we note that TrQ = Xi + . . . + A, by (17). H 
REMARK 1. The bounds in Theorem 2 are tight. If we let v be a unit 
eigenvector of HT corresponding to Ama, and define Q to be vvT, then 
the upper bound in (19) is attained. The lower bound in (19) is attained 
if we let v correspond to Ami,( 
2. DUAL NORMS 
In discussing dual norms we follow the presentation in [12]. Dual norms 
arise naturally in the area of quantum mechanics in showing that any uni- 
tarily invariant matrix norm is associated with a symmetric gauge function 
and vice versa (see Theorem 3.5.18 in [12]), but a closer look at this fasci- 
nating connection would take us too far astray. 
If ]( 11 is a matrix norm on BP’“, then its dual norm /] . IID on lPX” is 
defined by 
It follows from (26) that the dual of the dual norm is just the original norm: 
(II IW = II . Il. 
Our interest will focus on the Schatten pnorms: let al(M) 2 as(M) 
> . . 2 a,(M) be the singular values of M. The Schatten p-norm of M is 
the & norm of the singular values of M, i.e., 
( ) 
l/P 
lll~lllp= &w@ (27) 
2=1 
Thus ]]]lM]]]z is the Frobenius norm of 1M;]]JM]JJ, (by which we mean 
lim,,, ]]]lM((],) is the spectral norm of M : ~~~M~~~, = al(M). 
If M is symmetric and positive semidefinite, then its singular values are 
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the same as its eigenvalues and 
IIIW, = 2 h(M) = TrM. (28) 
i=l 
For this reason ( I( . ) / 1 1 is sometimes referred to as the trace norm. 
The duals of the Schatten pnorms are simply the duals of the !, norms: 
IIIWp” = III~III, (29) 
where 
(30) 
In particular, the Frobenius norm is dual to itself and the trace and spectral 
norms are dual to each other: 
Ill~lllf = lll~lll,~ (31) 
In order to prove our first result about dual norms, we need to discuss 
the transpose of a linear operator A from IPXn to IR”‘“. As a matter 
of notation we will use uppercase Greek letters to denote operators on 
matrices. Technically we say that AT is the transpose of A if for all C and 
M in IPxn we have 
T+%(M)] = Tr[M%y-(C)] (32) 
As mentioned above, we use the subscript T to indicate the operator trans- 
pose in order to distinguish it from the usual matrix transpose. The con- 
nection between the two can be seen by regarding matrices M E IRnXn as 
vectors in Rn2. 
Let vecM denote the vector of length n2 formed by stacking the columns 
of M [9]. Then the operator A defines an n2 x n2 matrix C, sometimes 
called the Kronecker form of A, via the relation 
CvecM = vecA(M). (33) 
For example, if A(M) = ATM + MA then C = I @ AT + AT @ I, where 
B denotes the Kronecker product 
M @ N = (MJV), (34) 
and 
vec(NMP) = (P’ @ N)vecM. (35) 
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We can define the transpose of the operator A by using the transpose of its 
Kronecker form: 
vecAT(M) = LTvecM. (36) 
For the example A(M) = ATM + MA we may use the relation 
(A@B)T =AT@BT (37) 
to get lT = I @ A + A 8 I. This gives AT(M) = AM + MAT. 
As another example let @ be the inverse Lyapunov operator defined by 
a(M) = O” eATtMeAtdt. 
s 
(38) 
0 
Then 
U 
00 
vet@(M) = eATt @ eATtdt 
0 > 
vecM, 
Taking the transpose and using (37) shows that 
(39) 
s cc @T(M) = eAtMeATtdt. (40) 0 
The connection between the definition of AT in (32) and that in (36) 
follows from Tr(NTP) = (vecNTvecP): 
Tr [CTA( M)] = vecCTvecA( M) 
= (vecC)TLvecM 
= (vecM)TCTvecC 
= or [MEAN]. (41) 
We now prove a simple but useful result relating the norms of an oper- 
ator and its transpose. 
LEMMA 3. Let A:IRnXn + lRYx” be linear and let (1 . (1 be a matrix 
norm on IRnx”. Then 
iiAii = IIATIID. (42) 
Proof. By the definition of the induced operator norm, 
IINI = ,,~~,IIWII 
= ,,E~l llCllD=l ma I~[CTNM)] 1 
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= ,,E$zl JICIJ"=l max ITr[MTAT(C)l 1. 
But for llMl/ = 1, 
9 
(43) 
/Tr[h/i’h~(C)]) 5 gax )Tr[ZfTAr(C)] 1 = IIAT(C)II~. 
llMll=l 
(44) 
Thus, 
IIAII 5 ,,c;;T;Y=~II~T(C)II~ = IIATII~. (45) 
Reversing the roles of A and ) / . 11 with those of AT and (/ I ID shows that 
IlhIID I 1141. ??
As an immediate consequence of this lemma we have: 
COROLLARY 4. The trace norm of the inverse Lyapunov operator Q, is 
given by 
lll@lll1 = hnax(~T)r (46) 
where HT is defined by (14). 
Proof. By the preceding lemma, (/ I@[\ 11 = I I I+T() lm. Now use (31) 
together with (13) and (14) to get 
Other applications of Lemma 3 are given in the next section. 
We end this section with a look at the problem of bounding the Frobe- 
nius norm of Cp. From Lemma 3 we see that 
Il@ll~ = II@TIIF (47) 
because the Frobenius norm is dual to itself. The standard approach to 
estimating the Frobenius norm of Q is to exploit the connection with its 
Kronecker form C. Since 
10 
we have 
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= max Ilvec@W) II2
M llvecWl2 
= max llLvecMll2 
M llvecMll2 
= l/~ll2~ (49) 
The importance of this is that the power method can be used to obtain a 
monotonically increasing sequence of lower bounds on ]].C]]n. That is, if an 
initial vector ~0 is not orthogonal to the singular space of C corresponding 
to the largest singular value, then the sequence defined by vk+r = CTCv~ 
has the property that 
--+ 11~112~ 
and the convergence is monotonic from below. 
From this we have the following convergence result. 
LEMMA 5. Let Vo = I and define Vk+r = +T@(Vk). Then 
(“$;,%) 1/Z --f ll@,lF. 
(50) 
(51) 
and the convergence is monotonic from below. 
Proof Let va = vecl. Then vk = vecvk, and in view of (48)-(50) we 
only need to show that ~0 is not orthogonal to the singular vector space of 
C corresponding to the largest singular value of C. By the work in [4] we 
know that there is a unit vector v such that (JCv]]z = ]]C](s and v = vecV 
with V = VT 2 0. Thus v~v = vecITvecV = Tr(lTV) = TrV > 0. That 
is, vc is not orthogonal to w. ??
REMARK 2. As Mathias [17] has pointed out, in estimating the 2- 
norm of a matrix from below by the power method, better estimates are 
obtained by using the monotonically increasing ratios ]]uk+r ]]2/]]C’uk])2. For 
the Lyapunov operator this corresponds to 
livkilF < “vk+lllF < . . 5 pqF. 
ii@(%-l)IIF - Ij@(vk)llF - 
(52) 
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We can now give monotonically decreasing upper bounds for IICP((F. 
THEOREM 6. Let V, = I and define &+I = @4(Vj). Then for any 
positive integer k, 
(Tap2” L (Trv#4” > ‘. . > \i@[jF. _ _ (53) 
Proof. We first show that 
n-v,, = T#,2. 
This is most easily seen for k = 1: 
zz ss eAtz eATtl eAtl eATtz dtldt2 0 0 
(54) 
??
(55) 
and 
= lrn /d” irn I” eAt4eATtseAtzeATtleAt,eATtzeAt3eAtaeATtz, 
xdtldt2dt3dt4. (56) 
Thus, 
TrVz = Jo” lrn lrn l;a Tr(eAt4eATt3eAt2 
xeATt1eAt1eATtzeAt3eATt4 dtldtzdtsdtd > 
AtzeATt+AtteATtzeAtseATt4eAt4eATt3 
) 
xdtldt2dt3dt4 
z n( 1” irn lrn lrn eAtzeATtleAtl 
XeATtzeAt3eATt4eAt*eATt3dtldt2dt3dt4 
> 
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=Tl- ,+& eATtr @tl eATtz &,dt2 
eAt3eATt*eAt4eATt3dtsdt4 
>I 
= Tr(VlV,). (57) 
The proof that TrV& = TrV: for the general case for Ic > 1 is exactly the 
same. 
Now we note that TrM’ < (Trj14)~ for any symmetric positive semidef- 
inite matrix M, because 
TrM’ = kX(M2) 
1 
= 2X2(M) 
1 
= (TrM)2. 
Combining this with (54) gives TrV& 5 (TrVk)2 so that 
(nvk) 1/2k 2 (%-v2k)1’4k. (58) 
On the other hand a Kronecker form analysis as in previous lemma shows 
that /1Vm11g2” t /I@((, as m -+ co. When this is combined with IIVmll; = 
TrVi = TrVs, we see that setting m = 2Pk gives 
from above as p -+ co. ??
Combining the above results gives the upper and lower bounds 
(60) 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A be a 20 x 20 Jordan form matrix with -1 on 
the main diagonal and 2 on the first superdiagonal. The upper and lower 
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TABLE 1. 
UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS FOR /(@I(_F 
k ~~v~h'/~~~(v~-~)\~~ (Trvky 
1 3.1246793 x 10” 3.1433457 x 10’0 
2 3.1246798 x 10” 3.1339989 x lOlo 
3 3.1246798 x 10” 3.1308894 x 10” 
bounds (60) on ]]@]]F for this example are given in Table 1. The closeness 
of the upper and lower bounds is typical of a number of examples that we 
have tested numerically. 
3. RICCATI CONDITIONING ESTIMATES 
The trace results of the previous sections find useful application in the 
problem of estimating the sensitivity of solutions to the Riccati equation 
O=G+dTX+Xd-XFX. (61) 
If we assume that G = GT 2 0 with (G, A) detectable and F = FT 2 0 
with (A, F) stabilizable, then there is a unique symmetric positive semidef- 
inite solution X to (61) such that the closed-loop matrix A z A - FX is 
stable [15]. 
We are interested in the changes in X that result from small changes 
in d, G, and F. If A, G, and F in (61) are replaced by A + Ad, G + AG 
and F + AF, then the solution changes to X + AX, where 
ATAX + AXA = -(AG + AdTX + XAA - XAFX) 
+ higher order terms. (62) 
Applying the inverse Lyapunov operator to both sides of (62) gives 
AX = Q(AG) + Q(AdTX + XAA) - Q(XAFX) 
thigher order terms. (63) 
If we let F denote the map which takes (d, G, F) into X, then from (63) 
the Frechet derivative DT of 3 is given by 
D3(Ad, AG, AF) = @(AG) + @(AdTX + XAA) - @(XAFX). (64) 
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From (64) the sensitivity of X is governed by three linear operators; for the 
purposes of estimation and interpretation it is convenient to study these 
operators separately. 
The first operator, @, determines the sensitivity of X with respect to 
changes in the sensor matrix G via the term @(AG). The second operator, 
O(M) 5 !D(MTX + XM), (65) 
relates changes in the open-loop system matrix A to those in X via the 
term @(Ad). Lastly, the sensitivity of X with respect to changes in the 
controller matrix F is determined by the operator 
II(M) 3 @(XMX) (66) 
through the term II( 
This method of studying the conditioning of the Riccati equation was 
initiated by Byers [3], who obtained bounds on the F’robenius norm of DF 
in terms of the F’robenius norms of @, 0, and II and described how the 
power method can be used to estimate ]]@]]F, ]]O]]F, and ]]ll]]~. 
Subsequently, Kenney and Hewer [15] showed that the spectral norms 
of these operators had natural interpretations in terms of the damping of 
the closed-loop system and that the spectral norms of Cp and II could be 
found exactly: 
II@'112 = lM41127 (67) 
IlWl2 = IlW~)ll2* (68) 
This was used in Corollary 4 to show that the trace norm of Cp is equal to 
the 2-norm of @T(I). The same reasoning gives: 
LEMMAS. The trace norm of II is equal to the 2-nom of H,(I) : 
lll~lll, = Il~T(~)ll27 (69) 
where ll~(M) = XQT(M)X. 
Proof Arguments identical to those given in [15] show that ]]II,(]z = 
ll~~(~)ll2. Th e d esired result then follows from noting that by Lemma 3 
IllWIll = IIIWII, = IPTIIZ~ ??
In the previous section we showed that the power method gives upper 
and lower bounds on the Frobenius norm of a. The same approach gives 
upper and lower bounds on the F’robenius norm of II. 
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THEOREM 8. Let Vi = I and define &+I = J&II(Vk). Then 
(70) 
and the convergence is monotonic from below. For any positive integer lc, 
Proof. The proof is much the same as that for a, so for brevity we will 
concentrate on the key elements which revolve around 
TrV2k = Trv,2. (72) 
That this equality holds for both @ and II is no accident and can be proved 
in a more general setting. This also has the virtue of eliminating some of 
the messy details. 
If A : Einxn + IRL”‘” is linear and symmetric, so that AT = A, then 
TWV)) = ~[I~AT(A(~))] 
= Tr[A(l)TA(l)]. (73) 
If we further assume that A(1) is symmetric and positive semidefinite, then 
T4A(4) = n-{ NO12} 
I [n-A(1)12. (74) 
The above conditions are satisfied if we set A = (IITII)“. This shows that 
{n-[(IM4”(0]}“2k is monotonically decreasing in k. Arguments using 
the Kronecker form show that this limit, which we denote by cx, must be 
less than or equal to the F’robenius norm of II. We complete the proof by 
showing that we must actually have cx = ]]I’I]]F. 
Suppose that M satisfies IITII(M) = u2M where 0 = ]]II]]F, i.e., M is 
a singular “vector” of II corresponding to the largest singular value of the 
Kronecker form of II. Then we have 
{n[(nTn)“(M)]} 1’2k = {n[bfT(nTn)k(1)]}1’2k 
5 (ll~l12)“2k{~[(~TJ3)k(01)1’2k --+ cf. 
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TABLE 2. 
UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS FOR llI’Il[~ FOR EXAMPLE 2 WITH X = 1000 
k 11 IiF 
IlWLllF 
(Trvpk 
1 33.581104 33.582970 
2 33.581104 33.582037 
3 33.581104 33.581726 
This implies that cx > ]]II]]F since {T~[(IITII)“(M)]}‘/~~ + ]]U]]F. 
Combining this with o I ]]II]]F shows that Q = ]]I]]F. ??
These bounds are illustrated in Table 2 for the following example taken 
from [15]. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
A= [; ;I, F= [; ;], G= [; ;]. 
Then the solution to the Riccati equation is 
Setting X = 1000, we obtain the results given in Table 2. 
Upper bounds of this type do not apply to the operator 8, because 
(O+)“(l) is not necessarily a symmetric matrix. This means that we 
would not get a result like (74) if we set A = (@T@)~. To illustrate this 
point, consider the previous example with X = 1000. In this case, we find 
that (to eight digits of accuracy) ]]]0~(0(1))]]]:‘~ = 6.7032630 and the se- 
quence ]~](O~O)Ic(I)]]]~‘21c monotonically increases to ]I@] IF = 22.444401. 
4. CONCLUSION 
By exploiting the linearity of the trace operator and its invariance under 
reversal of order in matrix products, new results have been obtained for the 
solutions of stable Lyapunov equations. In particular, tight bounds have 
been derived for the trace of Lyapunov solutions, and an exact expression 
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given for the trace norm of the inverse Lyapunov operator. Arguments 
based on the trace operator have also established that monotonically de- 
creasing upper bounds on the Fkobenius norm of the inverse Lyapunov 
operator can be obtained via a power method iteration. These upper 
bounds complement the usual monotonically increasing lower bounds ob- 
tained from the power method and provide a simple means of assessing the 
accuracy of the Frobenius norm estimates. Further application has been 
given to Lyapunov operators associated with the sensitivity of solutions to 
the Riccati equation. 
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